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ABSTRACT. Although many researchers explore disaster resilience as an ongoing process or as a measurable property with indicators,
few study whether disaster resilience policies are likely to lead to outcomes that are adaptive over the longer term. Some measures
intended to increase local resilience may actually decrease the ability to cope with large-scale disasters. In the context of flood
management, this work looks at activities supported in the name of resilience and whether they will result in long-term adaptive
outcomes. It is proposed that the interpretation of “resilience” in emergency management has been influenced by pre-existing disaster
management concepts, such as the prevent-prepare-respond-recover (PPRR) framework. These have not been adequately reassessed
in the light of resilience theories. Disaster resilience was examined using the PPRR framework as a lens. With a focus on flooding,
national disaster resilience policy documents from four countries and the global arena were studied to find out which activities were
linked to resilience and whether this varies between countries. Subnational policies were also examined in areas that had recently
experienced major flooding. Resilience interpretations in some countries were found to support resistance strategies while others were
more accommodating. The continued development of floodplains, facilitated by structural mitigation, is an example of a highly resilient
but maladaptive feedback loop. This results in risk accumulation and higher consequences during extreme floods. Research explores
ways interventions could alter feedbacks and transform to more desirable resilience regimes. It is proposed that negotiating long-term
adaptation pathways should be the ultimate aim for planners and emergency managers rather than resilience, which tends to support
the status quo. Emergency management concepts and frameworks need to be amended in the light of resilience theories to make it
easier to achieve adaptive outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION
Resist or accommodate?
In perhaps one of the oldest tales of disaster resilience, ancient
Greek storyteller, Aesop, set the oak against the reed in a contest
of survival. The oak stood proud and unbending against storms
and mocked the reed for being pushed by every breeze. One day
a storm of unprecedented magnitude whipped up. Overcome, the
inflexible oak was uprooted and died. However, the reed humbly
bowed and once the storm passed, sprang back up. This tale
illustrates the folly of rigid resistance and the wisdom of
acknowledging and accommodating powerful forces. It is also a
tale that lends itself to the modern era of climate change, in which
“unprecedented” weather events are increasingly likely.
Resilience theorists today continue to debate the opposing
elements of resistance and stability versus pliability, change, and
adaptability and the property of “bounce back” displayed by the
reed. As an engineering term, resilience is defined by the speed
with which the object returns to a stable state or equilibrium
(Bodin and Wiman 2004) and it incorporates robustness: the
ability to both resist stress (rigidity) and absorb it (ductility;
Alexander 2013). The engineering characterization of resilience
has been used by disaster management theorists, including Mileti
(1999) and Norris et al. (2008). Operational disaster resilience
definitions often reflect engineering resilience, when they use
words such as “resist,” “withstand,” and “rapid recovery” (Wenger
2017).
However, some disaster researchers have drawn attention to a
fundamental opposition between the concepts of resistance and
1

resilience, particularly when applied to social-ecological systems
(de Bruijn 2004, Liao 2012, Reghezza-Zitt et al. 2012). The battle
of semantics had its origin in Holling’s seminal work that applied
the concept of resilience to ecological systems (Holling 1973). He
felt that resilience was best described by the persistence of a system
and the relationships between state variables, and not by its
stability, which paradoxically, could lead to extinction. The most
resilient systems, he argued, are often highly unstable,
characterized by major fluctuations of system elements. This
interpretation is felt to better reflect the complex and
unpredictable interactions and feedbacks between ecological and
social systems (Walker and Salt 2006).
Holling’s focus was on the long-term survival of an ecological
“system” despite (or because of) the fluctuations of component
populations and conditions over time. However, this ecological
perspective is problematic when transferred to social-ecological
systems in general and disaster management in particular, because
the fluctuation of human populations (or of elements on which
humans depend) is not a tolerable view of resilience from a human
perspective. Enabling the human component of the system to
prosper is paramount. In a social-ecological system, this means
maintaining human stability (population numbers, health,
infrastructure, resource base, networks, and social institutions) in
the face of variable conditions. Human stability can be achieved
either through artificially maintaining a stable state (using
resistance strategies), or through the ability to operate under
fluctuating conditions (using accommodation strategies). The
latter requires human flexibility and adaptation, and sometimes
the manipulation of system feedbacks.
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A resistant, stable system prevents change from occurring up until
the point where resistance is overcome. However, stability erodes
resilience in two ways. First, it allows risks to accumulate. This
means that when a large magnitude event occurs (overcoming
resistance) it has greater impact, increasing the chance of a shift
to an undesirable regime. Gunderson (2010) offers the ecological
example of fuel build up in a forest where fires are suppressed.
Applied to flooding, an artificially stable, dry system could enable
inappropriate development to build up in a hazardous area.
Second, by preventing exposure to disruption, stability results in
a system that can only operate in the “stable state.” Stable
conditions enable greater efficiency (less redundancy) and lead to
an increasingly narrow operating space. Such communities forfeit
the ability to function outside of this state, which increases their
vulnerability to large-scale events. Lack of exposure prevents
learning from lesser events, which also inhibits adaptation. In
Liao’s (2012) example, a levee creates a stable system that can only
operate in dry conditions. Exposure prevention lowers risk
awareness and response capacity. It also inhibits the use of
construction standards that are flexible enough to cope with
floods. Leveed areas may be excised from “official” floodplains
resulting in the absence or regression of flood-related
construction or insurance requirements (ILPRC 2006, Keogh et
al. 2011). Similarly, Bohensky and Leitch (2014) link flood
mitigation dams with reduced ability to learn from past events
and continuing development of unsafe areas.
Some observe the crucial role of exposure to lesser events in
enabling communities to become self-reliant and adapt (Baan and
Klijn 2004, Liao 2012, Zebrowski, 2013, Engel et al. 2014). A
related observation is that resilience is unlikely to develop in the
absence of vulnerability, exposure being a component of
vulnerability (Gallopín 2006, Reghezza-Zitt et al. 2012). However,
in the disaster risk management sector, hazard exposure is most
commonly viewed as a negative element that increases risk (e.g.,
QRA 2012, AGD 2013, USACE 2013).
In this paper I explore how resilience is applied operationally in
four countries and the policy outcomes it supports, including
resistance versus accommodation strategies. I also provide an
overview of resilience theories relevant to emergency management
including the shortcomings of the prevent-prepare-respondrecover (PPRR) framework and how it was revised for data
analysis. A particular concern in relation to resistance strategies
is that they support the continuing development of floodplains,
placing more people at risk and damaging natural resources on
which societies depend (Tockner et al. 2008). In a feedback loop
that could be described as an undesirable resilience regime, this
fuels future demand for structural mitigation, which in turn
supports additional development of hazardous areas (Smith
1998). Hence a key issue for this paper is whether resilience policies
support this maladaptive feedback loop or whether they support
transformation out of it. I assess (1) how useful the concept of
resilience is for emergency management; (2) whether it should
guide emergency management policy or be replaced; and (3) if it
needs replacing, what should replace it.
Resilience and adaptability
Resilience of social-ecological systems (SES) is often viewed in
terms of adaptive capacity (e.g., Barnett 2001, Folke 2006, Norris
et al. 2008). This is reinforced by ideas such as “bounce forward”

(Manyena et al. 2011) that frame resilience as a process of
continual improvement.
However, adaptive capacity is an imprecise term. Adaptation
comes in many different forms and it is not always clear which is
meant. Adaptation may be reactive, addressing obvious
deficiencies through incremental adjustments, or it can question
underlying values and structures, acknowledge the inevitability
of large-scale change, and aim for managed transformation
(IPCC 2014). Either may be valid, depending on the potential
magnitude of the problem and trade-offs involved.
In practice, “bounce forward” is often limited to upgrade.
Although this may be more sensible than reinstatement to prior
standards, it remains an incremental measure, intended to
maintain continuity during and following disasters. A ministerial
funding announcement illustrates this point: “Adelaide Street will
be raised by 300mm and upgrades to storm water drainage will
be made to improve flood resilience to a gauge level of 11.4
metres” (Crisafulli 2014a).
In this example, resilience is quantifiable and equates to water
depth. It is a classic example of single loop learning (IPCC 2012)
and there is no suggestion of a new way of thinking or approach
that might ultimately prove more adaptive. Incremental change
at the margins “is possibly the most dangerous path: a relief valve
that gives the appearance of change and alleviates symptoms for
a time” (Handmer and Dovers 1996:506). This may reinforce the
status quo and path dependencies that lock future decisions into
a maladaptive space (Barnett and O’Neill 2010, Wise et al. 2014),
a key concern of this paper.
A further issue is the ability to negotiate trade-offs between
timescales, social groups, and regions (IPCC 2014, Chelleri et al.
2015). Encapsulated by resilience theorists in the question:
“resilience of what to what?” (Carpenter et al. 2001), this is a
challenging issue for operationalizing resilience, and ensuring that
“improvements” do not inadvertently result in maladaptation
(Barnett and O’Neill 2010).
Adaptation that supports a resilient status quo does not lead to
long-term resilience if it merely delays change and accumulates
risks for the future. Resilience needs to support adaptation
options that look to broader scales in space and time, across
sectors and social groups (Adger et al. 2005). It is therefore
important, when looking at disaster resilience interpretations, to
be able to distinguish whether policies support resistance,
incremental or transformational change. If resilience is
underpinned by adaptive capacity, this should explicitly include
transformational capacity, the ability to move to a more desirable
resilience regime. Otherwise there is a risk that politicians,
practitioners, and the public may interpret “ability to adapt” as
narrow, reactive incrementalism. This is in line with other authors
who have highlighted a need for SES resilience to incorporate
transformative approaches to deliberately move to a new
development trajectory, including Folke et al. (2010), Chelleri and
Olazabal (2012), Elmqvist (2014) and Matyas and Pelling (2015).
Transfer to emergency
The concept of resilience has transferred across many disciplines,
including engineering, psychological health, ecological systems,
and most recently, disaster management (Alexander 2013). The
idea of resilience has been used in emergency literature since the
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1970s but its meaningful interpretation in the context of disasters
began almost a decade later (Torry 1979, Wildavsky 1988,
Handmer and Dovers 1996). Disaster resilience finally emerged
on the political stage following the 11 September 2001 terrorist
attacks in the United States, with the formation of Britain’s
London Resilience Partnership and UK Resilience (LRRF 2006,
Alexander 2013). Resilience has since become a key disaster
management concept and has received international prominence
through the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster
Reduction and the Hyogo and Sendai Frameworks (UNISDR
2005, UNISDR 2015a).
When adopted into operational disaster management, resilience
was superimposed upon pre-existing concepts and operational
frameworks. Although the differences between resilience and the
concept of vulnerability have been well explored, there has been
less examination of the relationship between resilience and the
PPRR framework.
The PPRR framework originated in the USA as “Comprehensive
Emergency Management” in response to the fragmentation of
emergency management. There, a strong separation was observed
between fast-action, operational “preparation-response” phases
and the evaluative, policy making style of management required
for mitigation and long-term recovery. Planning, funding, and
legislation for “mitigation-recovery” were ad hoc, while the
agencies and programs implementing them were uncoordinated
and incomplete:
...mere preparedness and response mechanisms are not
enough. These must be coordinated with active mitigation
and long-term recovery programs which should be set in
the context of state development plans (NGA 1979:9)
In recent times, PPRR has been criticized for not including flood
information and risk assessment, these being prerequisites of
prevention, and central to modern flood management
(Crondstedt 2002, NFRAG 2008, Rogers 2011). Rogers (2011)
suggests this can be addressed by simply extending the existing
framework rather than abandoning it. This has been done in the
UK, where anticipation and assessment have been added to the
standard framework (HM Government 2013).
Although the PPRR framework continues to be widely used, more
recent emergency management policies and mechanisms have
centered on the concept of improving disaster resilience. At first,
resilience appears to be a paradigm shift away from the PPRR
framework. Among the changes associated with resilience is a
move from simply considering disaster likelihood, to also
considering consequences, corresponding with the modern riskbased approach (NRC 2012a). Related to this is the
acknowledgement that regardless of the effort invested in
prevention, residual risk will remain and contingency measures
are needed to reduce damages (NRC 2012a, AGD 2013).
Another distinctive element of resilience is the twin concept of
“shared responsibility,” which expects those who live in hazardous
areas to become increasingly self-reliant (COAG 2011, UNISDR
2015a). According to political discourse, people are thus
transformed from being victims (vulnerable: negative) to actors
in control of their own destiny (resilient: positive). This framing
of resilience is politically powerful; not only does it reduce
government responsibility but it aims to appeal to people’s pride

in being strong enough to cope with setback. However, critics
observe that disaster resilience policies can sometimes
disempower communities because of lack of focus on underlying
causes, budget reductions, or imposition of “improvements”
(Reghezza-Zitt et al. 2012, Sudmeier-Rieux 2014).
Despite these conceptual shifts, resilience and PPRR are very
closely intertwined. Both appear to have their origins in a desire
to increase emphasis on preventative measures (UNISDR 2015b).
PPRR also frequently appears in disaster resilience definitions or
text. For example, Australia’s National Partnership Agreement
on Natural Disaster Resilience defines resilience as “the capacity
to prevent/mitigate, prepare for, respond to and recover from the
impacts of disasters” (COAG 2009:Schedule A). Senior
Australian bureaucrats, when discussing the establishment of new
arrangements, state the following: “the foundations of this new
way of thinking came largely from work within the field of
organisational resilience...the aim of current EM policy is to use
[the PPRR] model to work towards a more disaster resilient
Australia” (Prosser and Peters 2010). Australia is not the only
country where resilience and PPRR are closely connected. This
also appears to be the case in the USA (e.g., DHS 2011, 2013,
NRC 2012b, White House 2013) and internationally (e.g.,
UNISDR 2015a, United Nations 2005). In the USA, executive
orders and presidential policy directives often reflect PPRR in
disaster resilience definitions, with “anticipation” added and
“mitigate/prevent” becoming “adapt” (Wenger 2017). In the
Netherlands, PPRR takes the form of “multilevel safety,” which
is said to enhance resilience (Zevenbergen et al. 2013).
The apparent seamless graft of resilience onto PPRR leads to the
potential error that every measure within the PPRR framework
(subject to local conditions) can be said to increase resilience. This
is sometimes articulated even in academic circles (NRC 2012b,
Cutter et al. 2014). However, as discussed in earlier sections,
theoreticians in the field of disaster resilience commonly
distinguish between resilience and resistance, and between
incremental and transformative approaches. In this light,
reassessment of the PPRR framework and the activities it
supports is overdue.
METHODS
For the purposes of this study, the standard PPRR framework
was modified to address issues highlighted in the introduction
(Table 1). The revised framework incorporates an “anticipate
category” and restructures “prevent/mitigate” and “prepare”
categories, resulting in a framework that is better able to
distinguish resistance style measures and activities that are
potentially more transformational. Measures such as land use
change and development restrictions are in the “avoid” category,
while structural resistance measures are largely covered by the
“exposure reduction” category. Preparedness has been classified
under the broader “accommodate” category, which comprises
measures that help communities to live with flooding.
A literature review covering 105 global and national sources
(China, The Netherlands, Australia, and the United States) was
used to investigate interpretations of “disaster resilience.” These
countries were selected because all have recently experienced
major flooding and undergone policy review (Wenger et al. 2013),
and are thus likely to have considered disaster resilience concepts.
Although the focus was on flooding, sources sometimes covered
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Table 1. The modified prevent-prepare-respond-recover (PPRR) framework used in this study. The table shows both the original PPRR
framework and the revised framework categories. Activities were grouped under categories and can be found in Appendix 1.
Original PPRR Framework

Prevent / Mitigate

Modified
Framework

Comment on changes

Anticipate

Added: information and assessment are prerequisites of
mitigation.
Original category divided to make it easier to distinguish
“resistance” measures from those potentially more
transformational.

Avoid
Exposure reduction
[subset: engineering structures]
[subset: incremental improvement]
Accommodate
[subset: built environment]
[subset: ecosystem based]
[subset: prepare]

Prepare
Respond
Recover

Respond
Recover
[subset: assessment and funding]
[subset: : bounce back to pre-existing standards]
[subset: incremental improvement]
[subset: transformational change]

more than one hazard type and many measures are applicable
across hazards. Informed by a review of theoretical concepts, case
study analysis took particular note of themes relating to
resistance, exposure, and transformation. The object was to
determine the kinds of on-the-ground measures supported by the
concept of resilience, and to identify commonalities and
differences. A related goal was to explore the language used in
resilience definitions and its influence on the type of measures
supported.
Document selection attempted to trace the earliest appearance of
disaster resilience in national disaster and flood management
policy and to track it through to contemporary (2015) policy. As
well as emergency management and flood management, related
portfolios including climate change and infrastructure were
examined. Reports by independent agencies and expert groups
were checked, including the USA’s National Research Council,
the Dutch Deltares, Australia’s Productivity Commission and
Business Roundtable for Disaster Resilience, and the Chinese
Academy of Sciences. Where a specific jurisdiction had
experienced recent severe flooding (e.g., Hurricane Sandy in New
York City, USA, Cyclones Yasi and Oswald in Queensland,
Australia), subnational policies for these areas were also
investigated.
For China and the Netherlands, research relied on English
translations of publically available official documents. It was
found that Chinese Government sources did not use the word
resilience, even when involved with international resilience
initiatives and Dutch Government sources have only recently
started using the word. Where government documents did not use
the word resilience, academic sources written by a person
originating from that country and commenting on national policy
were identified using a scopus search (resili* + country). This said,
Dutch academic sources often have a close relationship with
government agencies, e.g., have produced work for agencies; some
authors identified themselves as government officials.

Now a subset of “accommodate”: preparation helps
people live with flooding, reduces damage.
Unchanged.
Original category divided to make it easier to distinguish
status quo measures from those potentially more
transformational.

The literature review used a systematic approach whereby disaster
resilience activities identified by sources were tabulated into the
modified PPRR framework. Because there are limits to
information that can be gleaned from a table, case study narratives
were also prepared (detailed narratives are available at Wenger
2017). Analysis required documents to link disaster resilience to
an idea or an activity. For example, a sentence might state that a
measure increases resilience, or it could be discussed under a
“resilience” title or subheading. Less direct links were also
accepted. For example, one section of a document might link
“flood mitigation” or “disaster risk reduction” measures to
increased disaster resilience. Mitigation or risk reduction
measures identified elsewhere in the document were therefore
included, whether or not the section reiterated that their use
increased resilience. Word search was used to help navigate
documents and identify linkages.
Data analysis methods
For data analysis, the relative significance of each category within
a country was assessed. This was expressed as the percentage of
documents that associated the category with resilience (Fig. 1).
This only provides a generalized overview as a document that
covers one activity within a category is weighted equally against
sources that identified several activities. A potential bias was that
many documents examine resilience in a specific context, such as
critical infrastructure, dams, and levees or land use planning,
which makes it more likely for them to cover some categories than
others. However, it could also be argued that if a single issue is of
such importance to a country that it merits its own resilience
document, this is also significant.
To determine the relative importance of resistance measures that
aim to maintain status quo, as opposed to transformational
adaptation measures, more detailed analysis was carried out of
three indicators: exposure reduction, ecosystems based
approaches, and underlying causes (the latter comprising three
activities drawn from different categories). During the course of
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Fig. 1. The relative significance of framework categories for
each case study. Graphs indicate the percentage of references
(total = n) that link at least one activity in a category to
resilience. Activities associated with each category are listed in
Appendix 1. Note the category “accommodate” has been
divided into three subcategories to make it easier to distinguish
strategies covered in the discussion.

the research, it was observed that sources dedicated significant
space and discussion to some measures, but inclusion of others
appeared tokenistic. Therefore, a more granular analysis was
undertaken of these “indicator” categories and a weighting
system was used. The rationale behind the weighting system was
that the more significant the category, the more detail and depth
should be provided by source documents and the higher the
number of activities within the category were likely to be covered.
Weighting was done by calculating the total number of activities
for the relevant indicator and multiplying it by the total number
of source documents in a country to arrive at a 100% saturation
figure (number of possibilities). Then the actual number of
sources for each activity in the country was calculated, to arrive
at a saturation percentage. General trends were also checked
without using the weighting system to verify they were consistent.
The exposure reduction category was used as an indicator for
resistance (results: Fig. 2). This excluded the “improvement”
activity, which proved ambiguous as some modifications aimed
to increase resistance, while others aimed to permit more flooding.
Ecosystem based approaches are strongly associated with a
change in mindset and values, from control to acceptance of
natural processes, and are thus illustrative of transformational
adaptation (results: Fig. 3). Another indicator of transformation
is the willingness to analyze and address underlying causes, rather
than responding to symptoms. For this, a meld of activities was
selected from different categories (results: Fig. 4).
Fig. 2. The relative importance of exposure reduction in
disaster resilience interpretations. Exposure reduction
comprises six activities (see Appendix 1) and is used as an
indicator of the degree to which resilience interpretations are
resistant. Note the subcategory, “incremental improvement”
was omitted because it proved ambiguous, because some
activities enabled increased flooding, and were thus not an
indicator of resistance. The percentage figure is based on the
number of exposure reduction activities identified by each case
study reference. Percentage calculations used the following
figures: (1) Actual number of activities identified by each case
study source, summed. (2) Total number of possibilities = total
exposure reduction activities (6) x total source documents for
each case study.

Interpreting results
Several caveats should be made when interpreting results. First,
China’s sample size was small (as discussed above, resilience was
not a word used in English translations of official documents).
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Furthermore, this study investigates the written word and not the
relative financial support provided for different measures in
program budgets. Were budgetary comparison to be made, it
would be important to bear in mind that different measures vary
greatly in cost, and that expenditure may not, therefore, represent
a true picture of how resilience is interpreted.
Fig. 3. The relative importance of ecosystem based approaches
in disaster resilience interpretations. The ecosystem based
subcategory comprises eight activities (see Appendix 1) and is
used as an indicator of the degree to which resilience
interpretations are transformational. The percentage figure is
based on the number of exposure reduction activities identified
by each case study reference. Percentage calculations used the
following figures: (1) Actual number of activities identified by
each case study source, summed. (2) Total number of
possibilities = total ecosystem based activities (8) x total source
documents for each case study.

Fig. 4. The relative importance of underlying causes in disaster
resilience interpretations. The ability to understand and address
underlying causes is indicative of a transformational approach.
It has been calculated using three activities: understanding
underlying causes; climate change mitigation; and reducing the
vulnerability of disadvantaged groups. Percentage calculations
used the following figures: (1) Actual number of activities
identified by each case study source, summed. (2) Total number
of possibilities = total underlying causes activities (3) x total
source documents for each case study.

RESULTS
Statistical analysis: framework categories
A comparison of framework categories was undertaken for each
case study area (Fig. 1). National case studies show high
variability between categories. The Netherlands has the largest
variability, with 100% of sources linking resilience to “anticipate”
measures, as compared with 14% interpreting resilience in terms
of “respond,” a difference of 86 percentage points. The Global
case study has the lowest variability. It broadly supports all
categories with a difference of 33 percentage points between
highest (“anticipate”) and lowest (“exposure reduction”). This
may reflect the need to be inclusive on the international stage to
accommodate the varying needs and approaches of all countries.
Analysis indicates that all case studies strongly associate resilience
with “anticipate” and “accommodate: prepare” measures. Of
“accommodate: prepare” activities, Australia, the USA, and
Global all exhibit strong correlation of resilience with
“institutional arrangements,” and Global displays by far the
strongest link between resilience and “reducing vulnerability of
disadvantaged groups” (90%). Australia has the highest score for
“awareness of risks and knowledge of what to do before and
during an emergency” (84%) and “shared responsibility; selfreliance” (61%) (Fig. 5). It also scores highly in related activities,
“capacity building” (65%), “hazard information” (77%), and “risk
assessment” (94%), with recognition that information is a
prerequisite for risk awareness and action. These findings
reinforce a recent interview-based study of resilience framing by
Australian flood practitioners, which found self-reliance to be a
dominant theme (Aldunce et al. 2015). As suggested by the
authors, this could be partly explained by neoliberalism, a link
well-explored by Zebrowski (2013). However, the current study
suggests greater prominence of this interpretation in Australia
compared with elsewhere. This could be a consequence of the
Australian Federal Government’s limited constitutional role in
natural resources management. With restricted power over
development planning (coupled with financial responsibility for
large-scale disaster damage), the promotion of “shared
responsibility” is a logical policy choice.
Fig. 5. The relative importance of self-reliance in disaster
resilience interpretations. This graph shows the percentage of
documents within each case study that link disaster resilience to
the activities “shared responsibility” and “awareness of risks /
what to do in an emergency.”
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The “avoid” category has strong correlation to resilience in all
case study areas except China. On the surface, avoidance of flood
hazard areas appears highly adaptive. However, sources are not
necessarily explicit about the degree of avoidance intended. Policy
documents from the Netherlands suggest a more forward-looking
approach, whereby development is restricted in some areas to
permit the expansion of floodable land should it be required in
the long-term future (Deltacommissie 2008, NEAA 2011).
However, in other instances land use planning and zoning
requirements support business as usual. Annual exceedance
probability (AEP) is the probability of exceedance of a given
discharge within a period of one year. For example, a discharge
that has a probability of being exceeded once every 20 years (1 in
20 AEP) has a 5% probability of being exceeded in any given year
(5% AEP). Effectively, this enables continued floodplain
development (Wenger 2015a). Similarly, in the USA additional
development is planned for 60% of land along the Atlantic coast
within a meter of sea level (GAO 2015). Regardless of
construction standards imposed in these zones, ultimately,
controls may prove inadequate for addressing changing flood
patterns associated with global warming.
“Respond” and “recover” receive somewhat variable support and
are generally less significant than “anticipate,” “avoid,” and
“accommodate” categories. Australia and Global score highest
in the “respond” category and the USA and Global are highest
in “recover” (with “financing recovery,” particularly through
insurance, being the most significant recovery activity for all case
studies). These categories are least significant in the Netherlands,
perhaps because of its high level of structural protection.
Resistance and transformation
Language in operational source documents often uses words such
as “withstand,” “resist,” or “protect.” This is found in both
resilience definitions and text (Wenger 2017). Some definitions
include both resistance and flexibility or adaptation, although
only one definition (IPCC 2014) was found that included capacity
to transform.
A more detailed analysis was undertaken to compare the relative
importance of resistance strategies (using “exposure reduction”
as the indicator) and measures more strongly associated with
transformational change, using “accommodate: ecosystem based
approaches” (EBA) and a composite “underlying causes”
category. The “underlying causes” category comprises
“investigate / understand underlying disaster causes”
(“anticipate”) and two activities that address causes: “climate
change mitigation” (“avoid”) and “reducing vulnerability of
disadvantaged groups” (“accommodate: prepare”).
All case studies except Australia associate disaster resilience more
strongly with “EBA” than “exposure reduction” (Fig. 1).
Comparison between countries (Figs. 2, 3, and 4) reveals a similar
picture. For “exposure reduction” measures (Fig. 2), flood
barriers, including levees, was the activity most commonly
referenced. Note that Figure 2 excludes the exposure reduction
“improvement” activity, which proved ambiguous because some
modifications aimed to increase resistance, while others aimed to
permit more flooding. Global sources display the highest
correlation of resilience with “exposure reduction,” (reflecting
high support for all framework categories), Australia is second
highest and the Netherlands the lowest. Conversely, the
Netherlands and Global score the highest in the “EBA” category

and Australia the lowest. This pattern could be attributed to the
long history of levee use in the Netherlands, China, and the USA,
giving rise to greater evidence of levee problems in those countries
than in Australia (Wenger 2015b). This suggests a potential for
bias within the “EBA” category, with Australia more likely to favor
activities that preserve “existing” landscape features (such as
“protect / enhance natural floodways and buffers: wetlands,
riparian and coastal ecosystems”), and countries such as the
Netherlands likely to favor “rectification” activities (through
measures such as dyke removal or relocation). To some degree
this is the case. The former activity rates the highest mention
among Australian sources, and the latter is highest in the
Netherlands. However, even for the former, the Netherlands rates
more highly than Australia.
The other indicator used to reveal transformational
interpretations of resilience was “underlying causes” (Fig. 4).
Comparison between case studies shows Global is highest, China,
the Netherlands, and the USA are almost on a par, and Australia
is lowest. That the country that associates resilience most highly
with “shared responsibility” has the lowest association with
“underlying causes” is noteworthy given criticism of resilience
policy (see introduction).
There are nuances in the way different case studies cover
underlying issues that are not obvious in the broad-scale statistical
analysis. When identifying underlying causes, national sources
tend to focus most heavily on underlying climate issues and
sometimes on natural resource degradation. Where social issues
are covered it is usually in relation to population growth. By
contrast, the global sphere (which also covers climate change and
natural resource condition), is concerned with complex social
equity issues. Some USA sources cover social disadvantage (CNY
2013, Thomas and DeWeese 2015), perhaps as a consequence of
the 2005 New Orleans disaster where linkages between
disadvantage and impacts were evident (Kates et al. 2006, Tierney
2006). The Netherlands rarely covers social inequity. The few that
do either deny inequity, on the basis of health, access to
information, and income, or only mention it in the context of
international policy. However, Wolsink (2006) makes it clear that
power inequities in the Netherlands affect flood management
outcomes. Australian sources often cover social inclusion to
reduce vulnerability (for example, risk awareness campaigns
targeting disadvantaged groups) but tend to avoid underlying
issues that cause disadvantaged groups to be at greater risk.
Given that climate change is a commonly cited underlying cause,
it is interesting that climate change mitigation is rarely associated
with disaster resilience. This does not imply an absence of climate
change mitigation policy, but is more likely to indicate policy
division, with climate change portfolios addressing causes and
disaster resilience addressing effects through adaptation options.
Overall, results suggest the Netherlands has the most consistently
transformational interpretation of disaster resilience and
Australia the most resistant, while in the global arena, relatively
high support is shown for all measures.
DISCUSSION
Changing feedbacks
It is evident from results that the interpretation of disaster
resilience varies according to country, some being more resistant
than others. However, to some extent resilience interpretations
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from all case studies support resistant measures such as flood
barriers, and the use of language such as “resist” and “withstand”
reinforces resistance as part of operational resilience ideology.
Although flexible words such as “adapt” are often incorporated
into resilience definitions, the degree of adaptation is limited so
as to “maintain existing systems and structures”: the pursuit of
stability and status quo. Moreover, “adaptation” may be
interpreted as encompassing any change, including the use of
resistant measures.
It would appear, therefore, that interpretations of resilience that
acknowledge the importance of exposure and instability, lack
consideration at the political and operational level. As discussed,
when the concept of resilience was adopted it was superimposed
onto the pre-existing disaster management PPRR framework.
PPRR is not discriminatory and it incorporates a comprehensive
suite of possible management options for each disaster phase. The
more recent Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) approach is also
associated with resilience. It is similar to PPRR except that it
focuses on action taken prior to disasters (PP, rather than RR),
including an emphasis on underlying social causes. DRR
definitions include exposure reduction (UNISDR 2009). This
encompasses development restrictions and measures such as
flood barriers. The presence of pre-existing disaster management
options and frameworks is likely to have colored the interpretation
of resilience when it transferred to the operational domain.
Instead of reassessing possible management options in the light
of academic theories about the true nature of resilience, it was
easier operationally to create a meld of engineering and SES
interpretations. In this way, all management options continued to
be available. Resilience can thus justify any activity, which limits
its usefulness as a guiding concept.
Of particular concern is resilience’s stated aim in many definitions
to “maintain existing systems.” A social-ecological resilient
system is one that retains essential feedbacks and identity (Walker
et al. 2004), and resilience definitions that express the ideal of
maintaining existing functions, systems, and structures accurately
reflect ecological and SES resilience theories. However, as many
have pointed out, a resilient status quo is not necessarily desirable
and may not lead to desirable adaptation pathways that will
endure in the long-term (Wise et al. 2014). As discussed earlier,
status quo can be maintained using resistant measures such as
levees and incremental adaptation. This may suffice over the short
term but can accumulate risks for the future. Resilience
interpretations also need to encompass the transition from less
desirable to more desirable regimes, by identifying intervention
points and deliberately altering system feedbacks. This has been
identified as a priority for resilience research (Miller et al. 2010,
Sjöstedt 2015).
The often-cited levee paradox, (Fig. 6), or “levee effect,” is a highly
resilient undesirable system, whereby levees create artificially
stable systems that encourage greater development of hazardous
areas, and thus greater potential consequences (Smith 1998).
Levees ameliorate short to medium term flood risk. However, they
are unlikely to cope with “unprecedented” floods or events of a
magnitude outside living experience, such as the storm that felled
the oak. Such events are likely to occur more frequently because
of climate change and the IPCC remarks on the “unavoidability
of sea level rise in the long term even with stringent mitigation”

(IPCC 2014:366). Ultimately, relocating at-risk assets may be the
only option.
The levee paradox is a feedback system supported by inadequate
planning legislation and “resistant” interpretations of resilience
that treat the symptoms of bad planning with structures. Levee
drawbacks are widely recognized and even sources that support
them also draw attention to their ecological and safety problems.
The paradox thus forms an interesting transformational
challenge.
At this juncture, it is important to question what is meant by “a
resilient status quo”: what is resilience trying to preserve? Some
view this in geographic terms: people continuing to live and work
in the same place, maintaining their location-based identity,
including its subculture, history, and economic base (e.g., Klein
et al. 2003, Campanella 2006). The locational definition is a
practical unit from an emergency management point of view
(McAslan 2010). According to this perspective, a city lacking
resilience is unlikely to be wiped out, but it could decline following
disaster, or conversely strengthen if resilient (Gunderson 2010).
Taking a more institutional viewpoint, resilience could be viewed
in terms of the underlying power structures it supports, which
may or may not be desirable. Inequity in existing social landscapes
can result in disadvantaged groups being assigned to hazardous
(but affordable) locations in low quality housing that will
perpetuate long-term risks. Policies to increase resilience may
focus on short-term actions and recovery in preference to
addressing these underlying causes (Sudmeier-Rieux 2014).
Recovery efforts may discriminate between social groups and
industries in a way that further entrenches disadvantage and
benefits existing power structures (Vale 2014). In the results
section it was seen that countries differ in their attention to
underlying issues. For long-term, sustainable solutions, disaster
resilience strategies need to recognize and address root causes of
vulnerability. In the case of the levee paradox, the resilience aim
might be the preservation of a development and economic growth
paradigm, whereby as much land as possible is made available for
development as cheaply as possible, including low value
swampland (Burby 2006). This is where institutional feedbacks
favoring levees intersect with higher level government policies that
promote economic growth, employment, and affordable housing
(Abel et al. 2011).
Such policies are challenged when social thresholds are breached
and create discontent, such as air pollution in China, or
environmental damage caused by structural mitigation in the
Netherlands (Huitema 2002, PRC 2015, Rohde and Muller 2015).
Change of mindset, e.g., from control floods to live with floods,
underlies feedback change, motivating political will and enabling
public acceptance. For a change of mindset to occur, a society
may have to experience firsthand the draw backs of large-scale
flood control. Merely observing the experience of other countries
may not be sufficient incentive to do things differently.
One of the biggest issues invoked in debates about different
adaptation options is trade-offs (IPCC 2014, Chelleri et al. 2015).
Often, options that are more desirable from a long-term or
ecological viewpoint are less desirable from a social perspective.
For example, although flood studies might show that an area is
at considerable risk of eroding coastlines, storm surge, and
flooding, some occupants, including the elderly, may not be able
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Fig. 6. The levee paradox. This diagram, building on Smith’s (1998) description, illustrates system incentives and feedbacks
that encourage levee construction and risk accumulation. External funding is available, subject to benefit cost analysis (BCA),
which limits the design protection level. Nevertheless, it generates a perception of safety that encourages continuing
development. Meanwhile other communities, perhaps in the same rate-paying local government area, observe benefits flowing
to the levee-protected community and pressure mounts for similar levee protection. Additional development (associated with
increased runoff) and reduced flood storage effectively reduce the protection afforded by the initial levee design. The levee
overtops in a major flood, and pressure mounts for incremental increases in levee height or extent. An arrow’s polarity is
positive when an increase/decrease of a cause has a corresponding increase/decrease on an effect. When polarity is negative,
an increase/decrease of a cause has a decrease/increase in the effect (Newell and Wasson 2002).

to afford the costs of retrofitting, and the relocation of long-term
residents might cause great grief. An asset may still have many
years before it needs replacing or rebuilding elsewhere. A socially
responsible response might provide for both short-term safety
and allow time and incentives for long-term transformational
adaptation to take place.
Figure 7 looks at options to alter levee paradox feedbacks. In this
example, levees are used as a temporary solution to enable
adjustment to take place. Time-limited protection coupled with
funding conditions create incentives to either remove susceptible
development from the floodplain or replace it with development
types and designs that can accommodate long-term changes in
flood risk. Theoretically, this would alter feedbacks, reducing
exposure and impacts and lowering the imperative for protection.
Although not identical (in that levee decommission was not

planned), levees have been used to assist adjustment to higher
flood risk by allowing time for it to occur (Western and Kellett
2014). There is also a precedent for time-limited approval of other
types of hydrological structure, including dams (Russo 2000,
Pittock and Hartmann 2011).
Preplanned decommission may be unpopular. However, it would
provide added incentive for change and would prevent long-term
damage to hydrological systems. It would also reinforce the idea
that hazard risks are no longer stationary because of climate
change and that levees are not a long-term solution. Another
common issue affecting levee safety is lack of maintenance by
local governments because of cost or complacency, and
consequent unreliability as levees age. Levee decommission could
be planned to occur before significant maintenance issues are
anticipated.
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Fig. 7. Changing feedbacks. Altered system feedbacks may lead to transformational change and greater long-term resilience.
External funding provides transitional protection (Pathway A), allowing communities both time and incentives to adjust voluntarily.
Incentives such as inbuilt requirements for levee decommission remove the perception of permanent protection. Existing residents
may remain. However, in return for temporary protection, governments may require that buildings be modified or apply preferential
purchase agreements at (indexed) prelevee prices to implement land use change over the longer term. While retrofitting or rebuilding
existing structures is encouraged, a temporary moratorium on additional development prevents perverse incentives for development
intensification within levee-protected areas. By the time the levee is decommissioned (Pathway B), the high-risk area has undergone
changes that enable better accommodation of flooding and reduced impacts. Ongoing exposure engenders flood experience and
motivates continual improvement.

The levee paradox has other potential intervention points. Unless
raised haphazardly with bulldozers as a flood approaches, levee
building is an expensive exercise involving flood studies, options
assessment, consultation, cost-benefit analysis, assessment of offsite impacts, design, and construction. It is often beyond the
financial means of local governments and usually requires
funding from higher levels of government. In Gympie,
Queensland, the more transformational option of removing
development from the floodplain only gained support once the
levee option, which would have attracted state government
funding, was abandoned (Crisafulli 2014b). The very willingness
of higher levels of government to fund large-scale engineering
projects can prevent the implementation of sustainable, long-term
solutions.

people have a choice, which for financial and employment reasons
might not be the case (UNISDR 2015b). Shared responsibility on
a community level usually involves local governments taking
responsibility for risk management. However, higher levels of
government may not devolve the power or provide the necessary
legal backing for local governments to impose adequate planning
controls. Higher level development interests may override local
safety concerns and participatory processes may only provide an
illusion of choice. In Australia, for example, sea level benchmarks
have been abandoned and state government legislation and policy
fail to support local governments wishing to prevent unsafe
development (Gordon and Pang 2004, QFCI 2012, Sellers and
Mooney 2012, SCCG 2012, Kellett et al. 2014, Stokes and
Faulkner 2014).

Shared responsibility and climate change adaptation
Case studies exhibit a strong link between disaster resilience and
preparedness, including shared responsibility and self-reliance.
This is a sound climate change strategy, as recent flood events
illustrate that emergency services are easily overcome in extreme
events (Pitt 2007, Comrie 2011, QFCI 2011).

If not resilience, then what?
Although the conclusion of this paper is that resilience is too
malleable a concept to guide disaster management, the
convergence between resilience and adaptation theory offers great
potential for reassessing operational frameworks. These research
fields concur on the undesirability of structural options, such as
levees. Although adaptation theorists view them as maladaptive,
resilience theorists suggest that stability-inducing interventions
prevent long-term resilience.

However, shared responsibility equates to responsibility for
residual risk and can mask underlying causes such as inadequate
development policies. Once flood risk information is made
available, the onus is on individuals to accept the risks they live
with and to act accordingly. This is based on the premise that

SES resilience theory could be usefully applied to amend existing
emergency management frameworks, so they distinguish between
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resistant and accommodating management options. The
amended framework developed for this paper offers a starting
point but needs further refinement, the current work being
constrained by the level of detail offered by source documents.
For example, the intent behind activities such as avoidance and
construction standards could be made clearer (whether to enable
continuing development in hazardous areas or to preserve
floodable landscapes for the future). A more discriminating
framework could help emergency managers and development
planners to better negotiate pathways that are adaptive in the long
term. Echoing the findings of Klein et al. (2003), it is suggested
that negotiating adaptive pathways would be a better objective
for disaster management than resilience.
CONCLUSION
Many theorists argue that resilience is best conceptualized as a
measurable property and much effort goes into developing
resilience indicators. Others prefer to see resilience as a process
characterized by adaptive capacity, whereby systems are modified
to ever-changing circumstances. As such, resilience cannot have
an end-point. But few study whether disaster resilience policies
are likely to lead to long-term adaptive outcomes. Once
“resilience” is operationalized, outcomes cannot be brushed aside.
It is vital to assess whether disaster resilience strategies are likely
to lead to desirable outcomes in terms of long-term climate
change threats and the sustainability of natural resource systems
upon which human societies depend. This requires examination
of how resilience theories translate into policy and activities.
Politically, resilience is useful because it is sufficiently ambiguous
to support a wide variety of management policies: in Australia,
it is used to support structural approaches and the continued
development of floodplains, while in the Netherlands it is used
to support floodable landscapes. This lack of consistency may be
due to resilience theories having been superimposed upon the
PPRR framework without much analysis, to the extent that they
are sometimes expressed in almost identical terms. Assessment of
the PPRR framework in the light of resilience theory suggests
there is a commonly held view that all mitigation or disaster risk
reduction activities lead to increased resilience, despite many of
these being resistance-style measures. Yet some suggest resilience
entails increasing the ability to cope with instability through
acceptance, not elimination of exposure. The PPRR framework
fails to distinguish between measures conducive to long-term
resilience and maladaptive options that are less likely to achieve
this.
In this paper, it is argued that disaster resilience policies need to
be more discriminatory in the activities they support or they will
not lead to adaptive outcomes able to cope with large-scale climate
change events. Emergency management frameworks need to be
critically assessed and revised and measures reviewed to determine
how they can contribute to long-term desirable outcomes.
Although resilience theories have contributed to analysis and
theoretical debate among researchers, practitioners would do
better to focus on adaptation and the ultimate disaster
management objective should the ability to negotiate a sustainable
adaptation pathway. As in Aesop’s tale, those who live at the
water’s edge cannot afford to be rigid but need to be able to
accommodate the power and abundance of floodwater and
transform it into advantage. Conversely, the pathways likely to

lead to maladaptive outcomes, such as ongoing floodplain
development and financing protective structures that enable this
development should be discouraged. Although easy to state, this
requires strong political leadership. It may be that only the
occurrence of a calamitous event is able to prompt such a deep
and widespread questioning of existing policies and the values on
which they rest.

Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
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Appendix 1: the revised PPRR framework used in this study
Framework 'categories' are in caps (e.g., ANTICIPATE) and 'activities' are in sentence case (e.g.,
Vulnerability mapping). Activities comprise measures linked to disaster resilience by case study
sources and include concepts such as ‘shared responsibility’.

1. ANTICIPATE
Vulnerability mapping and assessment;
vulnerability or resilience indicators
Hazard information (e.g., flood studies,
modelling, mapping, disaster loss data); consistent
methodologies; accessibility
Hazard monitoring, forecasting and warning
systems
Climate change adaptation strategies (may
specify qualities such as: long-term view; iterative;
flexible; no regrets; robust)
Risk assessment; risk management assessment
and plans
Decision support systems for avoiding /
mitigating (including access to information, tradeoff and synergy evaluation)
Investigate / understand underlying disaster
causes† (e.g., inequity; population growth; climate
change; land degradation; human intervention;
terms of trade; urbanisation)
Foster an adaptive learning culture (e.g.,
Research, innovation; post-disaster review;
reassess strategies, values, institutions; lesson
learning)

2. AVOID
Land use planning and management, land use
zoning and enforcement
Land use change (as part of urban renewal or
transition)
Climate change mitigation to avoid increased
disaster risk (emissions reduction / sequestration)

3. EXPOSURE REDUCTION
[subset: ENGINEERING STRUCTURES]
Flood barriers (e.g., levees, flood gates)
Diversion (e.g., channels)
Artificial flood storage (e.g., flood storage dams)
Rapid drainage (e.g., deeper, wider, concreted,
straightened drains; backflow prevention;
vegetation removal)
Channel / foreshore stabilization (e.g., concrete
lining, groynes)

Energy dissipation structures (e.g., bulkheads,
breakwaters, artificial reefs)

4. EXPOSURE REDUCTION
[subset: INCREMENTAL IMPROVEMENT]
[of engineered structures] Improved design;
heightening; whole system planning;
administration; maintenance; financing; operation;
education; legislation; enforcement

5. ACCOMMODATE
[subset: BUILT ENVIRONMENT]
Resistant construction standards; enforcement
(e.g., water or wind velocity; fire; quake; floodproofing)
Accommodating construction standards;
enforcement (e.g., raised above; water flow
below; moveable; temporary)
Urban design (e.g., SUDS evacuation routes;
zoning and standards for flood compatibility,
including critical infrastructure, hazardous
substances)

6. ACCOMMODATE
[subset: ECOSYSTEM BASED]
Reduced reliance on structural approaches; an
appropriate balance
‘Living with Floods’: mindset of working with
ecological processes (rather than fighting them)
Room for rivers to flood; expand area for
temporary flooding; dyke removal or relocation;
reconnect floodways
Protecting / enhancing natural flow paths and
flood buffers: wetlands, riparian and coastal
ecosystems
IWRM, co-benefits, multiple use and supporting
governance arrangements
Regional / catchment-based data and planning
Basin land management (e.g., erosion control;
permeability; agricultural practices)
Public education / understanding of hydrology,
ecosystems, catchment / human interactions

7. ACCOMMODATE
[subset: PREPARE]
Awareness of risks and knowledge of what to do
before and during an emergency
Foster adaptive capacity through allowing
exposure to hazard or disturbance
Capacity building (e.g., fostering networks;
partnerships; volunteering; stakeholder
participation; empowerment; sharing knowledge,
skills, information, resources, technology)
Shared responsibility (individuals, businesses,
communities, governments); self-reliance; safety
behavioral / cultural change
Reducing vulnerability of disadvantaged groups
(e.g., social equity; health; education; inclusion;
land tenure; sustainable development; food
security)
Institutional arrangements (e.g., agencies,
leadership, roles, responsibilities, coordination;
accountabilities; policy integration; laws;
incentives; funding; investment policies; before,
during, after disasters)
Business continuity planning; capacity of critical
infrastructure and services to function in disasters;
redundancy; substitutability
Multi-hazard disaster management planning
(e.g., by households, business, public sector and
emergency management agencies)
Evacuation planning, infrastructure and supplies
Planning for/preventing disaster-related
epidemics
Recovery planning
Anticipatory transformational recovery planning;
windows of opportunity

(local and scaled-up; staff; equipment;
emergency supplies; skills; shelters; operation
centres; interoperability and redundancy)
Drills and scenario simulations, training
Decision support systems for response
management
Volunteer recruitment, training and support

9. RECOVER
[subset: ASSESSMENT AND FUNDING]
Financing recovery (e.g., insurance; maintaining
insurance affordability / availability; charity; public
relief and recovery funding; 'risk sharing'
compensation; loans; subsidies; local labour;
mitigation incentives)
Post-disaster needs assessment; local
participation

10. RECOVER
[subset: BOUNCE BACK TO PRE-EXISTING
STANDARDS]
Rapid rebuild to prior standards
Non-financial recovery support (e.g., long term
health; rebuilding communities)
Recovery of existing industries
Ecosystem recovery

11. RECOVER
[subset: INCREMENTAL IMPROVEMENT]
Improved rebuild or post-disaster upgrade
Adjustment of existing industries;
diversification‡

12. RECOVER
[subset: TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE]

Relocation; land use change (as part of
recovery)‡
8. RESPOND
New, flood compatible industries; alternative
Information and communication systems,
livelihoods‡
strategies
Recovery targeting long term improvements for
Response capacity, capability and flexibility
the most vulnerable
_________________________________________________________________________________________
† Transformational approaches often address underlying causes. For inclusion in this activity, the document
had to either recommend this be done or the document itself provide an examination of one or more
underlying cause. Documents that merely listed underlying causes in a preamble or rationale were not
included (else this activity would be meaningless as most policy documents include a brief rationale).

‡ These are ‘build back better’ activities that have greatest chance of uptake following a disaster. However,
they may also be pre-emptive strategies initiated outside the recovery phase. Voluntary relocation, in
particular, tends to be a measure implemented over many decades. Alternative livelihoods is a form of land
use change aimed at both avoiding flood damage (abandoning the previous flood-susceptible land use) and
accommodating floods (through the new flood-tolerant land use). Diversification could be pursued as a
continuity strategy (accommodate: prepare) undertaken on an individual business or broader economic scale.
The recovery phase is sometimes used as a ‘window of opportunity’ to implement these changes (this
generally requires pre-planning and supportive institutional arrangements as the opportunity is brief).

